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Thanks

There is a French proverb saying “help yourself and the sky will help you”. All
of you are like stars in my sky and I am sorry I won’t be able to name each one of
you to thank you for showing a way.

First I would like to thanks my co-authors. What I enjoyed the most in my work
was working in collaboration and interacting with you, and hopefully it will carry on.
Sera for being my adviser all along and giving very good couching, I tried following
your advices as they all make sense. Samia for the first project we did together, it
was a real adventure discussing science and everything, you have been a fellow and a
friend, so working with you was just fun. Chris thank you for explaining us your code
and for being so welcoming when we came to visit Charleston, it is always a pleasure
meeting you again at conferences. Jason thank you also for your help on this project
(when we realized that we should include the ray-tracing) and for being so kind for
organizing my visit when I came to Berkeley. Renaud and Julien I can thank you
in the present as we still have the last paper to publish ; thank you for sharing your
knowledge with me and for the nice visits in Toulouse. Julien you probably forgot
but we first met back at the very beginning of my PhD during a conference in Buenos
Aires going to tango workshops together with Agnieszka, POP, and Jonathan that I
also need to thanks for his strong support back at the master level in IPAG. Thanks
to all the people of the XVP collaboration for your dynamism through meetings and
feedback, special thanks to John, Nicolas, and Joey for your important input for me.

Secondly I would like to thanks the people that I have been working closely
with in Sera’s group with meetings and discussions, it has been a great and friendly
atmosphere. Peter thank you for all our scientific discussions and your advices, and
also for trying to teach me Dutch (it was maybe not vain, I will keep trying...) and
translating my summary. You and Samia where really helpful when I arrived in the
institute and kept being that way all along even after you left ! Dave it was really
great to have you in the group for your dynamism and expertise. I also enjoyed the
salsa class we took in Amsterdam with you, Maithili, and Marc. Then you left and
came Rich as a post-doc which was equally nice. Thank you Rich for the work you
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have done in the group such as organizing meetings, and for always being friendly
and helpful. Thanks to you and Lin for hosting me in Michigan. After all of you
left, it was a very big loss in the group. However I need to thanks the newly arrived
members : Riley and Chiara, it has been really nice interacting with you and have
you join the institute. The same good spirit is now going on, and among other things
thanks for checking my introduction/summary at the last minute. Thanks also to Lo-
renzo on this matter. Part of our extended group was also Kostadinos that I would
like to thanks for our scientific interactions, especially when I started and when we
refereed a paper under a nice sun. In no specific order, thanks to Daniela, Catia, San-
der, Sjoert, David, Pieter, Klim, Franka and Sarka for your active input in this group.
Sarka I look forward you’re back from England so maybe we can start training again.
Thanks to Andrew, it’s a real chance to have you visiting and sometimes taking part
of our meetings.

Thirdly I would like to thanks my collaborators of the European Network, this
experience has been really inspiring. I need to thanks especially Sera again and Jörn
for making this a success, I hope for you that it will happen again soon. I would like
to thanks Stéphane and Jérome for my stay at CEA Saclay. Even though in the end
it is not part of this thesis, I had a good time and was able to achieve some fittings
using Isis and your data which was a small success to me. I also enjoyed the nice
run in the wood with a whole group. Thanks to Phil and Rudy for their work and
support in this network, to Emrah for the nice meeting in Istanbul, and the other staff

members Tomasso, Tom, Luciando, Tiziana, Michiel, Rob. Thanks to my black hole
fellows Yi-Jung, Elise, Ivica, Pieter, David, Pablo, Refiz, Yoon Yung, Tao, Teo, and
Holger. Even if some of you left, most of us are still in the field and we have been an
amazing team. My biggest regret is that for personal reasons I could not join our last
commission meetings in Winchester and Bamberg.

Then comes the big task to thanks all the extended API family. Lianne, it was
great to be your office-mate, running partner, and your friend. Hopefully we’ll see
each other often in the next coming years together with Arash and Setareh. Paolo
thanks for welcoming me when I first arrived in Amsterdam from the US for the
interview, showing me the city for first time and hosting me at your place together
with Samia and Dave. With all the moving going on in the science park building I
had the chance to have quite a few different office-mates, but Nathalie you’re the only
one with who I shared all my different offices from start to now, even though in the
mean time you got a post-doc in Michigan and will now move to another nice place
for work, I am sure we’ll keep seeing each other. Thanks also to my other office-
mates Yi-Jung, Samia, Frank, the two Peter-s, Stephano, Lucas, Antonia, and Olga, I
liked the small things we shared. Last I had the chance to share a quasi private office
with Maithili, thank you for your big heart and optimism, among many other nice
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things I cannot forget that you visited me at the hospital ; I am so glad that in the
end you had a happy Indian-Dutch wedding with the blessing of your family, I wish
you all the best for your post-doc in Rome. Thank you to Lide, Minou, Ester, Milena,
Natalie, Susan, and Marieke for making life easier and for being always happy to
help with the administration and other important matters. Thank you very much to
my promotor and now director of the institute Ralph, Michiel our former director,
Alex, Carsten, Anna, and Phil, thanks for your support and for reading this thesis.
Thanks also to the staff members Lex, Huib, Jason, Mike, Jacco, Gianfranco, Patick,
Ben, Shin’ichiro, and all the GRAPPA people for sharing your weekly meetings with
us. I’d like to thanks few post-docs and software developers for their help : Alexander,
Matt, Ale, Caroline, Lucy, Antonia, Hugues, Diego, Adam, Bertrand, Joel, Yuri, John,
Folkert, Martin, and Evert. Evert, I cannot forget the surprised birthday party finding
you playing piano at my place with many others. Thanks to my former PhD fellows
Eduardo, Maciej, Mihkel, Gijs, Montse for your friendship, and Yuri again for always
being there. :) Thanks to the current PhDs Theo, Dario, Thijs, Oscar, Danai, Rik,
Smriti, Yvette, Abigail, Chris, Tomas, Sjors, and Mark.

I also would like to thanks the people from the IMAPP institute of Nijmegen
where I will have the opportunity to start a post-doc in Elmar’s group next September.
Thank you for being very welcoming by letting me visiting often, giving me a desk
and a pass as if I was already part of the institute. Thanks to Cisca and Esther for
making that possible and easy for me. Thanks to the two Sander-s, Andrei, and Stijn
for sharing their office with me. Thanks to Pim for your work in setting-up the cluster
and being kindly helpful. I am really glad finding Monika and David in Nijmegen
and few PhD students I met before such as Christiaan, Serena, and Sjoert. Thanks
to Emilio, Payaswini, Ester, Deanne, Tjibaria for being welcoming, I look forward
interacting more with you next September and also meeting the many other people
I still don’t know. Thanks to Elmar, Heino, and Monika for inviting me already to
the black-hole camp in May. Thanks to Jörg for letting me join the particle physics
symposium at the last minute. Finally thanks to the department chair Paul and the
staff members Onno, Bram, Gijs, and the others that I will have more time to meet in
the future.

I need to thanks few very inspiring people for sharing with me the Astrophysics
hobby, which pushed me forward on my quest to this PhD : Ludovic P., Marc B., Julie
C., Doris A., and my master adviser Dieter H. Thanks also to the Sherpa group back
in Grenoble and to the amazing master ‘promotion’ we had. Congrats, I knew you
could fly ;) ! Among many inspiring professors I’d like to mention my GR teachers
Pierre S. and Aurélien B. for making a difficult subject beautiful.

Thanks to all the people met outside work mainly through the french-speaking
catholic community of A’dam. Thanks to Catherine and Anaïs, F. Buurman, Géral-
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dine, Seb, Jérome, Vincent, Caroline & Xavier, Clémence & Vincent, Valérie & P.-F.,
Ingrid & Julien, Ombeline & Eude, M.-V. & Laurent for your friendly social support
during these years. Thanks to Estefany for being a nanny and a friend for Amias,
even teaching him Spanish. During the course of my PhD we lived in 7 different
places which was an excellent opportunity to see around, but also implied a lot of
moving efforts. To all the people that can remember helping us in these tiring pro-
cesses, thank you so much ! Special thanks to Symphorien, Rose & Chiara for our
last big move to Nijmegen last Christmas.

Quick thanks to true friends and supporting family. Céline, Anne-Laure & Ma-
lou, Nico & Emilie, Lionel & Carinne, Lionel & Cécile, Julie & Stéphane, even with
the distance keep seeing you from time to time is a always a source of energy. Rachel,
Lionel, Basile & his new coming sibling, Clara, Seb, & Abygael, Thibaud, Pierre &
Mamette, Aude, James, Adrien, & Arthur, Corinne, I just want to say ♥, and blame
you for being the reason why I miss France a lot. I still give you a thanks for the
nice visits and your encouragements, I wish we’d be closer to you every day. Thanks
to Clara and mum for checking my French summary :). Thank you to my friends
Doris, A.-L., Fred & Caroline, Lauriane & Chris, Samia & Delphine for welcoming
me during my visits in Paris and Toulouse. Warm thanks to my cousin Tatiana for
my stay in Paris and also for your support in Utrecht, to Claire & Michel for hosting
me several times in Toulouse, and to Serge & Joan for my visit in Maryland. Last
but not least I would like to thanks my close family. Marc thank you for your love
and support, thank you for standing with me through the better and the worse, this
is amazing and unbelievable considering how low the worse can be. Thank you for
your strength and your faith. Amias thank you for being part of the better. Thank you
to my parents Odile & Xavier for your love and support, among other things thanks
for waiting with me the venue of Amias in Utrecht, for flying back immediately from
Corsica when I got sick. Thanks to Gislhaine & Eloi for coming to the Netherlands
and taking good care of Amias while I was travelling around the world.

This section contains ∼60 times the word "thank", and I have limited myself
as I could enjoy writing a whole Chapter ; please forgive me if you’re not in there.
Considering the number of people I have to thanks for support, we can fairly wonder
what I have really achieved only by myself. To me this question does not really make
sense as we can answer "nothing" and "everything" just like being the center of the
universe or totally insignificant are both true depending on the view point and one’s
judgement. Of course a fairer answer is in between. I learnt that to stay in science
a slightly egocentric/individualist answer is needed even though astrophysics today
is a common international effort. I am glad being part of it and bringing my modest
contribution to the unique, small, and rich astronomical community.

Salomé.
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